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Leporello Book – The Deep Sea
From the shallow seas with their aquatic plants and their shoals of
fish, the five-foot high fold-out poster that comes with the book
takes us to the deep-sea basins and their bizarre creatures, and
finally on to the deepest abysses of the earth, the deep-sea
grabens.
It’s dark and cold in the immense expanses of the deep sea, a part
of our planet whose exploration has only just begun. And yet there
is life even here – strange fish, giant octopuses and all kinds of
crustaceans. The creatures of the deep sea feed on the dead
remains of animals that sink down from the higher strata of the sea,
on the kind of micro-organisms that teem around the hot sulphur
springs, the "black smokers", or on those tiny animals that have
settled on the frozen methane along the slopes of the continental
shelf. They are equipped with luminous bodies so they can find their
likes in the dark, but which they can also switch off in order to
escape those predators that are also active in the deep. A world
that is bizarre and fascinating, but also a little scary!

Leporello Book – The Deep Sea
illustrations by Hans Baltzer
32 pages, hardcover
8.3 x 11 ins. / 21 x 28 cm,
colour throughout,
14.95 !
From 8 years onwards
comes with a detachable, concertina-type
poster,
11.4 x 59 ins. / 29 x 150 cm

Sold to Mainland China (Simplified
characters).
All other rights available

The artist
Hans Baltzer, born in 1972, trained to
be a typesetter before studying
communication design in BerlinWeissensee and at the North Carolina
State University in Raleigh, USA. He now
works as a freelance graphic designer,
producing books, posters and sundry
others. He lives in Berlin with his family.

By the same artist:
The Castle – where the Knights of old used to live
The Car – Technology and History
The City – a big Organism
Egypt – an ancient Culture on the Nile
The Forest – a phantastic Ecosystem
The Mountain – From Dale to Mountain Top
Skyscrapers – a whole Town inside a House
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